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Please join us as our son

RomaN simoN CaPuTo

is called to the Torah
as a Bar mitzvah

saturday, June 28, 2014
at 9:45 a.m.

Kiddush to follow
Please RsVP by June 15 to
Kareencaputo12@gmail.com

mike and Kareen Caputo

uPComiNg CommuNiTY mEETiNgs To addREss KoL HaLEV FiNaNCEs

The finance committee has been meeting regularly over the last year and, after looking carefully at our 
finances, has made a set of recommendations to the board to address our financial sustainability, which 
include the possibility of a shift in dues as well as several potentially creative ways to address a budget 
deficit. 

Two community meetings will be held (Tuesday, June 10 6:45 - 8:15 at the Shaker Heights main 
library; and Thursday June 19, 7:30 - 9:00 pm at the Robertsons' house) to involve the Kol HaLev 
community in a discussion of our finances and these recommendations.  

REFLECT, CELEBRaTE, LooK FoRwaRd: CaTCH THE sTaTE oF THE 
CoNgREgaTioN aT ouR aNNuaL mEETiNg JuNE 1, 2:30 Pm

Reconnect with friends and all the news at Kol HaLev's annual meeting on Sunday, June 1, 2:30 - 
4:30 p.m. The annual meeting provides community members with a snapshot of where we are as a 
congregation and what we anticipate for the near future. Values Team leaders, the treasurer and the 
outgoing president will provide brief overviews of the year's programming, educational, budgetary and 
fundraising highlights. Hear firsthand about upcoming issues and how we can move forward as a whole 
into the new fiscal year. Thank our outgoing board members for their service, elect and swear in the 
new board (see the slate on page 18). All members are encouraged to attend. We'll gather for light 
refreshments at 2:30 p.m.; the meeting will start promptly at 3:00 p.m. and end at 4:30 p.m. 

continued on page 9

welcoming, participatory, spiritual, educational, involved, fiscally sustainable
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Office Address:
Kol HaLev
2245 Warrensville Center Rd. Suite 215
university Heights, OH 44118
(216) 320-1498

Rabbi:
Steve Segar

rabbisteve@kolhalev.net

JuLY NEwsLETTER dEadLiNE: moNdaY, JuNE 16

Services & Programs:
The Lillian and Betty Ratner School
27575 Shaker Boulevard
Pepper Pike, OH 44124
http://www.kolhalev.net

Office Administrator:
Kelli Birch

kelli@kolhalev.net

Education Director:
Robyn novick

robyn@kolhalev.net

 VAlueS TeAmS, COMMITTEES and THEIR LEADERS

OFFICeRS:

President Barb Truitt
Vice President Halle Barnett
Secretary Molly Berger
Treasurer Pete Robertson

AT-lARGe memBeRS: 
elise Hagesfeld
Margaret Cohen 
Kirby Date
julio Pelsmajer
Lynn Liebling

eX OFFICIO memBeRS:

Past President Greg Selker
Rabbi Steve Segar
Founding Rabbi jeffrey Schein
education Dir. Robyn novick

diRECToRY

WelCOmInG TeAm– jean Miller
• Hesed – Robin Holzman & Martha Schubert
• Hevre Kadisha – Lois Selker & Rachel Kay
• Security Corps – Open
• newsletter – Lila Hanft
• Weekly update – Robin Holzman
• Website – Benjamin Barnett & Brian Miller
• Marketing/PR – Deena epstein & Halle Barnett
• Tech Support – Brian Miller

SPIRITuAL TEAM – Bill Scher-Marcus
• Religious Practices – Karal Stern
• Holidays – Amy Hogg
• Meditation – nancy Rubel & Karly Whitaker
• Music – Sue Pelleg & Bruce jennings

leARnInG TeAm - Sue Kisch
• Youth & Family education – Lynn Liebling & Sue 
Pelleg
• Adult education – Sue Kisch & Art Lieberman
• Young Families/Tot Shabbat – Rachel Williams & 
josh Chefitz
• Child Care Coordinator – Traci elgart
• Torah Study – Ralph and Selma Gwatkin
• Book Group – Kevin Weidenbaum
• Lunch and Learn – Open

InvOLvED TEAM - Karly Whitaker
• Greater Cleveland Congregations – Allen Binstock, 
Dick & Donna Weinberg

• Interfaith Hospitality network – nancy Dudwick
• Israel Dialogue Group– Karly Whitaker & Mike 
Armin
• environmental Sustainability – Miriam Geronimus

FISCAl SuSTAInABIlITY TeAm – Barry 
epstein
• Fundraising – Margaret Cohen, Barry epstein & 
Greg Selker
• Mock Trial – Glenda Kupersmith
• Cemetery – Mike Armin

PARTICIPATORy TEAM – Leah Kamionkowski
• Membership – Deb Schein & Leah Kamionkowski
• Greeters – Anita Cohn
• Kiddush – Kelli Birch (Office Manager)
• High Holy Days – Marcia Goldberg & Claudia 
Weissman
• Women’s Group – Happy Wallach
• Interfaith Families – Liz Meachum
• Leadership Development – Greg Selker & Leah 
Kamionkowski

COMMITTEES DIRECTLy 
ACCOunTAbLE TO THE bOARD
• Finance – Dick epstein
• Ratner Liaison – Mike Caputo
• Rabbi Liaison – Selma Gwatkin & Barry epstein
• Strategic Planning – Greg Selker
• nominating – Sue Pelleg

Voting members of the board of trustees: officers, at-large members and the Values Teams leaders listed below.

mailto:rabbisteve%40kolhalev.net?subject=
mailto:kelli%40kolhalev.net?subject=
mailto:robyn%40kolhalev.net?subject=
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sHaRiNg THE THiNgs THaT giVE us HoPE 

We belong to a tradition that has placed the value of hope at the center of its conviction regarding 
purpose and meaning. This hope is not the blind or naïve hope of the Pollyanna variety, but rather 
an abiding sense that the universe is built in such a way that ultimately, no matter how many terrible 
things occur, life is headed in a more compassionate, more just and more conscious direction. The 
quintessential locus of this sense of hope is in the traditional belief in the eventual coming of the 
messiah, which in most liberal jewish circles today is interpreted as a symbol that stands for the 
potential for our world to move ever closer to an era in which the redemptive vision of our people can 
be realized. I take this emphasis on hope very seriously and actively work at finding examples of people 
and situations that embody this possibility.
 
Some may find it ironic to hear me state that one of the personal examples that has helped me remain 
connected with hope for the past year has been watching the progress of the still new Pope Francis. 

While my role and my tradition is vastly different from his, I 
have experienced a deep appreciation for and identification with 
him on a number of occasions as I’ve learned about the ways 
he has shifted the focus and energy of the Catholic Church in 
all parts of the world. While I doubt that Pope Francis would 
welcome the moniker of “Catholic Reconstructionist,” I feel 
that there are a number of ways in which his approach has been 
very much in line with some of the core values in our religious 

philosophy.  Firstly, I would point to his eschewing of formality and his commitment to interact with the 
people of his community. An additional and related similarity is his clear sense that there are underlying 
moral values that are supposed to be cultivated and strengthened through our religious experiences and 
he has made it clear that those values, having mostly to do with people caring for one another, need to 
be explicitly reclaimed, and that religious concerns about ritual private behavior need to be in service 
of those deeper values. Lastly, Pope Francis seems to be very 
open to the reality of multiple religious traditions in the world and 
to recognizing at some level, the legitimacy of those traditions, 
despite some of the more exclusivist tendencies in traditional 
Christian theology.
 
The most recent, and most compelling example of this orientation 
is his decision to make his first visit to Israel in the company of 
two other religious leaders from his home community in Argentina, 
a rabbi and an imam. This is the first time in history that a papal 
visit has included the presence of non-Christian clergy, and I find 
it especially moving that what seems to be making this possible is 
the friendship that ties these three people together going back long 
before Francis was embraced as the pope.
 
I mention this example in part as an invitation to our community to 

rabbInIc corner rabbI sTeve segar

Rabbi Steve is available to meet with Kol HaLev members on a range of issues by appointment on Monday, 
Wednesday, Thursday and Friday mornings. Contact him at 216-320-1498 or at rabbisteve@kolhalev.net to 
schedule a meeting.

Pope Francis embraces Argentine Rabbi 
Abraham Skorka and Omar Abboud, leader of 
Argentina’s Muslim community at the Western 
Wall.

continued on page 9 
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Hanft

gRaduaTioNs

Mazal tov to Julian Caputo, son of Kareen and mike Caputo, who is 
graduating from Beachwood High School and will attend Rochester Institute 
of Technology (RIT), where he got a scholarship to study. He will be majoring in 
engineering and will be playing for RIT’s soccer team.
 

Mazal tov to eli Sugerman, son of Peggy and David Sugerman, who will 
graduate with Highest Honors from Orange High School. eli was the recipient 
of the 2013 Yale Book Award, and has been honored in several clubs including 

Academic Challenge, Mock Trial and Model u.n. He will be attending 
northwestern university in the Fall.

Mazal tov to Steven Friedman-Romell. son of Beth and Frederick Friedman-
Romell, who is graduating from Shaker Heights High School.  He has been awarded 
scholarships from the jack W. and Shirley j. Berger Scholars Fund and the Forest 
City Hebrew Benevolent Association. He will be attending Ohio university in the 
fall, where he will major in media arts.

Mazal tov to Ravi Lesser, son of Sue Wolpert and Ray lesser, 
who is graduating from Cleveland Heights High School. He plans 

to attend the Music Conservatory at Ithaca College in the fall.

Mazal tov to Jeremy “Ozzie” Fallick, son of Catherine and Bruce Fallick, who 
graduated  Summa Cum Laude from the university of Maryland. He will begin a job 
at Google in Mountainview, California in August.

CoLLEgE KVELLs

nathan Gilbert, a sophomore at Case Western Reserve university, received the Phi Beta Kappa 
Award for earning a 4.0 grade point average for three consecutive semesters. nathan is the son of 
leah and Ron Gilbert and the grandson of Ruth ness.

Isabel Robertson, daughter of Heidi Gorovitz Roberts and Pete Roberts and a freshman at 
northwestern university, was elected to the executive Board of the northwestern university 
Conference on Human Rights.  Along with two colleagues, and through her work with the Roosevelt 
Institute (campus-based progressive policy think-tank), her white paper on access to legal services 
in rural communities was selected for publication by the Roosevelt Institute's national organization.  

CamPus KVELLs

continued on page 5

Ozzie Fallick

Julian Caputo

Eli Sugerman

Steven 
Friedman-Romell

Ravi Lesser
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Isabel has served as a "Best Buddy" for a developmentally disabled adult, visiting with her buddy weekly 
throughout the academic year.  Isabel has declared a film major (in addition to studying Arabic) and has 
served on film and TV sets as a director, producer, location manager, grip, boom operator, and in several 
other capacities.

emily Fallick, the daughter of Catherine and Bruce Fallick and a sophomore 
at Occidental College, was invited to work as a Research Intern at the college 
this summer.

HigH sCHooL HoNoRs

Charlotte Fallick, Catherine and Bruce Fallick's 16-year-old, a junior at 
Solon High School, won the Best Supporting Actress in a Musical Award and the Best Actress in a One-
Act Play Award from the Solon High School Drama Club. For her next feat, she will  appear as joanne in 
Rent at Chagrin Falls Theater Academy in july.

Congratulations to Ben Robertson, the son of Heidi Gorovitz Robertson and Pete Robertson and 
a junior at Shaker Heights High School, who has had a banner year. He earned his 4th consecutive 
perfect score on the national Latin exam (nLe). 141,000 students from around the world took the 
nLe this year; only 7 students in the world, including Ben, earned their 4th consecutive perfect score. 
Ben was also a top-10 finisher in this year's Classical Association of the Middle West and South Latin 
Translation Contest, competing against approximately 600 students from 55 schools in 19 states. Ben 
also earned top honors in the Vergilian Society Latin Translation Contest and the SCRIBO International 
Latin Composition Contest, and won 1st place in the Case Western Reserve university Latin Recitation 
Contest. Finally, Ben was recently awarded the Rennselaer Medal for outstanding academic achievement 
in mathematics and the sciences.

continued from page 4

CELEBRaTioNs!

Mazal tov to Robyn novick and Andy Oster on 
the birth of Asher Paul Oster who was born on 
April 30 and is named for Robyn's first cousin, Paul 
Levin.  

Mazal tov to Sue Wolpert and Ray lesser on 
the marriage of their son, musician Ari lesser, 
to miriam emunah (aka Reem) Almansoori in 
March. 

Charlotte & Emily Fallick
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FRom ouR ViCE-PREsidENT

sTEPPiNg TogETHER
This winter, I had the pleasure of hearing Rabbi Deborah Waxman, the new 
President of the Reconstructionist Rabbinical College and our associated 
movement, share her thoughts on the recent Pew Research Center study on trends 
in jewish American community with regard to religion and identity. While it can be 
argued both that the study asked the wrong questions to get at what being jewish 
means to those surveyed, and that the analysts failed to understand that "belonging" 
is a more expansive notion than what is simply reflected in synagogue membership 
numbers, Rabbi Waxman took what is largely perceived as a somewhat dismal 

future outlook for jewish identity and participation, and stood the study's perspective on its ear.  

Belonging to the jewish people, she said, is not an end unto itself but a means to being deeply human, 
and deeply interconnected. As Reconstructionists, we know that judaism by its very nature is an 
evolving construct, and imposing (and/or passively accepting) rigid perspectives is not only limiting and 
anxiety-provoking, but counter to the wisdom and creativity and engagement innate in our rich tradition. 
Yes, standards and expectations are important; each jewish community needs to agree how they will 
behave together. The critical perspective, Rabbi Waxman argues, is one that focuses on the potential, the 
expanse, of what the notion of "peoplehood" offers.

I quite concur. For me, the wisdom of community, and the inspiration and joy that comes from being 
connected and engaged with each other, are one and the same. The personal juice that each of us 
as individuals brings to this party is what makes Kol HaLev's recipe so potent. The investments we 
make in the whole, as individuals and as a group, are truly spiritual assets. The multiple passions and 
intelligences that comprise our communal body are the tools of our potential. 

I look around Kol HaLev and I see an abundance of opportunity just waiting to be compelled from 
interest to action. And I know that each of us has our own ways of moving along our personal paths to 
find that which excites us, that which intrigues us about this community and brings us together. each 
voice, each path is important; the way each voice and each path intersect is equally important. 

Here we are at a unique intersection in our organizational life – "post-adolescent," if you will, and full 
of the kind of spirit one might enjoy on a college campus – a fascinating combination of searching and 
staunch, confident and questioning, reflective and anxious, wise and green. As a group, we're way past 
dipping our toes in to test the waters, but, happily, not so convinced the water couldn't be improved with 
the addition of more toes. We each step into the stream at a different place. We each affect the flow. 
We can choose to step gingerly or heartily, but let's all step together, mindful of the number of us in 
motion, and of the potential, the expanse of possibilities that can be wrought in this togetherness, that 
the stepping offers us. 

As we work this coming year to hone our structures and processes to accommodate the communication 
needs of the congregation we have become, we need the wisdom and inspiration of all our members. We 
need the creativity and thoughtfulness and energies that each of us on our own personal paths can bring 
to the whole. 

I invite you to kick off your shoes and dip your toes in. The reward is in the stepping, together.

~Halle

HaLLE BaRNETT
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They are now a part of us, as we remember them 

Members of Kol HaLev will mark the following yahrzeits during the next month

•	 Nina	Kroll—grandmother	of	Karal	Stern
•	 Alice	Lesly	Friedman	Biales—sister	of	Joyce	Wolpert
•	 Charlotte	Davidoff	Dangler—mother	of	Roberta	Tonti
•	 Leon	Sidney	Imrey—father	of	Peter	Imrey
•	 George	Moon—uncle	of	Miriam	Geronimus
•	 Samuel	Dash	(Shmuel)—father	of	Judi	Dash
•	 Dorothy	Schwartz—grandmother	of	Peggy	Kittila
•	 Betty	Resnick—grandmother	of	Linda	Gross
•	 Rose	Lasky—mother	of	Renee	Siegel
•	 Dora	Pelsmajer—mother	of	Julio	Pelsmajer
•	 Morris	Ehrlich—grandfather	of	Barry	Epstein
•	 Ruth	S.	Friedman—mother	of	Joyce	Wolpert
•	 James	D.	Manny—father	of	Meg	Manny
•	 Janet	Mirow—mother	of	Deena	Epstein
•	 Robert	Singer—father	of	Nancy	Frazier
•	 Rae	Ehrlich—grandmother	of	Barry	Epstein
•	 Maurice	Epstein—father	of	Barry	Epstein
•	 Seymour	Friedman	(Zalman)—father	of	Beth	Friedman-	Romell	and	husband	of	Elinor	Friedman
•	 Lena	Chasin-(Leah)—mother	of	Abraham	Chasin	

Kol HaLev members may include the yahrzeit of family members in KHL Happenings by submitting 
the name of the deceased, the relationship to the member, and the date of death, including the year, in 
either the secular or jewish calendar to kelli@kolhalev.net. (Please specify whether you're observing 
the secular or the Hebrew yahrzeit date. You can find a calendar converter at http://www.hebcal.com/
converter/).

YaHRzEiTs

Kol HaLev gratefully acknowledges contributions from:

Alan lipson and Judy Harris in honor of Selma and Ralph Gwatkin's 60th wedding anniversary
Anita Cohn in honor of the birth of Robyn novick and Andy Oster's son
Karal Stern in memory of Karal's grandmother, nina Kroll
Karal Stern in memory of Ron Kohn's brother
muriel Chasin in memory of her sister, jean Roth
Julio Pelsmajer in memory of his mother, Dora Pelsmajer
The Friedman-Romell family in commemoration of the yahrzeit of Seymour Friedman
maureen Hack in honor of the Gwatkin's wedding anniversary
Richard and Jayne Jones in honor of the Gwatkin’s wedding anniversary and in honor of Gloria 
Plevin’s 80th birthday.

CoNTRiBuTioNs

mailto:kelli%40kolhalev.net?subject=
http://www.hebcal.com/converter/
http://www.hebcal.com/converter/
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HigH HoLY daYs maHzoRim / PRaYER BooKs oN saLE!

The High Holy Days are only a season away, and right now Mahzor Leyamim Nora'im, 
the Reconstructionist High Holy Days siddur (prayer book), is on sale at http://stores.
jewishreconbooks.org/sale-mahzor-leyamim-noraim/.

Kol HaLev only owns a limited number of High Holy Days prayer books, which we like 
to reserve for use by guests attending Rosh Hashanah and Yom Kippur services. Please 
help us support this welcoming minhag (custom) by purchasing your own copies of the High Holy Days 
prayer book. It's a great time to buy; save a little, and have the summer to browse through the mahzor and 
prepare for a meaningful High Holy Days experience.

sHaVuoT LEaRNiNg aNd sERViCEs

join Kol HaLev for a Yizkor and Shavuot Morning 
service, led by Rabbi Steve, on Wed., june 4 at 10:30 
a.m. in the Ratner Chapel.

The night before, Tuesday, june 3, at 7 p.m., Kol HaLev 
members are invited to B'nai jeshurun Congregation 
(27501 Fairmount Blvd., Pepper Pike) for Tikkun Leil 
Shavuot, a community celebration of Shavuot with an 
all-nighter of learning. Rabbi Steve's session, "And You 
Shall Be My People: The evolution of Chosenness in 

jewish Thought," is scheduled for 8:30 p.m. For all the details and the complete schedule, consult page 
17. This event is free & open to the community 

miNdFuL JEwisH PRaCTiCE

 Mindful jewish Practice meditation group will meet Wed., june 25 at the office of nancy Rubel. We 
will use a format designed in response to our survey results. As usual, we will begin at 7 p.m. with a 10 
minute sit, then a member of the group will offer a brief kavanah (intention) before a longer 30-40 minute 
sit.  At 8 p.m., those who wish may leave and those who wish may remain for an optional check-in and 
schmooze until 8:30 p.m. RSVP to Karly Whitaker at karlywhitaker@yahoo.com for more information.

womEN's Bi-moNTHLY suNdaY BRuNCH

All Kol HaLev women are invited to attend the Women's Sunday Brunch on june 22, from 10 a.m. to 
12 p.m.. at the home of Leah Kamionkowski. Our speaker will be Mimi Plevin-Foust. These bimonthly 
brunches have become lovely opportunities for the women of our community to spend time together in 
a relaxed environment. Food categories are unassigned but letting Leah know what you're bringing will 
be helpful if others ask what they might bring to "fill in the gaps." Food contributions should be parve or 
milk and "allergy aware" (no tree nuts or peanuts) and it's helpful if you can bring serving your dish with 
serving utensils. RSVP to Leah at leah@bepure.com or 216-464-2940

NEws & aNNouNCEmENTs

continued on page 9
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THE CiTY CLuB wiLL Co-sPoNsoR THE PEoPLE V. JosEPH's BRoTHERs

The biblical story of joseph’s betrayal by his brothers, his potential murder and eventual sale into slavery is 
one of the most dramatic stories in the Torah.  This year's mock trial, The People vs joseph’s Brothers ,will 
take a closer look at this story of sibling rivalry and family dysfunctionality. It will be held on Saturday 
evening, november 15 at the CM College of Law Moot Courtroom on the campus of Cleveland State 
university.

This year’s trial will feature a major new co-sponsor as well as a new format. The City Club of Cleveland 
bring its considerable audience, name recognition and reputation for hosting cutting-edge civil debate, to 
the trial as a co-sponsor of the event. The panel discussion following the actual trial, which again will be 
facilitated by City Club President Dan Moulthrop, will be structured as a formal City Club meeting. 

The trial's format will also be enhanced this year by the addition of testimony and cross examination from 
a witness with expertise in the specifics of the family dynamics which motivate the primary events of the 
story of joseph. 

noted u.S. Attorney Steve Dettlebach will assume the role of Prosecutor, and jon Leiken, a partner in the 
law firm jones Day and President of the Cuyahoga County Bar Association, will tackle the role of Counsel 
for the Defense.

The Trial Committee is fast at work securing additional co-sponsors and filling out the cast of participants. 
If you are interested in participating in the planning of this major annual Kol HaLev event, please contact 
Greg Selker at GSelker@selkerlead.net or Halle Barnett at acornbaum@aol.com.

And remember to mark your calendars to attend what has become an ever-increasingly important cultural 
event in Cleveland: The People vs joseph’s Brothers on Saturday evening, november 15.

As mentioned in the April newsletter, our hope had been to hold these meetings earlier. Due to various 
circumstances, this is the first opportunity we have had to effectively schedule them. everyone's time 
and patience is greatly appreciated.  The board relies on community input for decision-making; your 
participation and input is important. Please make the effort to attend one of the meetings. (Additional 
meetings may be necessary to maximize community participation.)

The Annual Meeting is for reporting on a snapshot in time, including the state of our finances; the 
upcoming community meetings are designed for a more granular discussion on the topic of our finances. 
We look forward to talking together in detail at the scheduled community meetings.

uPComiNg CommuNiTY mEETiNgs, continued from page 1

be more intentional about sharing with one another those experiences and people and stories we encounter 
that do generate hope in our hearts. May we all grow in our capacity to notice the signals of hope in our 
lives and may we remember that these deserve at least as much attention as we give by default to the more 
typically pessimistic fare we encounter in much of our daily news broadcasts.

RaBBiNiC CoRNER, continued from page 3

mailto:GSelker%40selkerlead.net?subject=
mailto:acornbaum%40aol.com?subject=
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The Board of Trustees met on May 12, 2014 at Lynn Liebling’s house. Following a D’var Torah, the 
board approved the April minutes.  

Treasurer's Report: For the treasurer’s report, Pete Robertson presented the proposed budget.  
He presented two versions, one that represented the current dues levels and one that projected the 
finance committee’s recommendation of a 10% dues increase.  The congregations has not raised dues 
for 8 years, yet our expenses continue to rise based on increases in the cost of living increases 

After a lengthy discussion, the board voted to accept the proposed FY15 budget which showed a 
$22,790 deficit and did not include the proposed dues increase.  A second motion followed and was 
passed unanimously that we hold community meetings as soon as possible to discuss ways to address 
the $22,790 deficit. This includes reviewing the recommendations by the finance committee with 
special attention to its advice to raise dues 10%.  After the community meeting, the board will revisit 
the budget. 

During the budget discussion, Lila Hanft commented that no one reads the board report in Kol HaLev 
Happenings and so if you do, please email Lila at newsletter@kolhalev.net with the subject line,“I 
read the minutes, thank you very much.”

Insurance: Halle Barnett reported on the various kinds of insurance we need to protect the 
congregation, especially directors and officers insurance.  Halle hopes to have it in place by june 1 
with an already budgeted cost of about $2000.

Camp Funding: Rabbi Steve asked if we could use the unspent portion of the $3000 budget line 
designated for One Happy Camper for KHL camperships for jewish overnight camps.  We only used 
$750 of the projected $3000.  The board approved a motion that we offer the money evenly divided 
up to $250 per camper to families in need who are not eligible for jeCC funding. One abstention 
acknowledged concerns about the projected deficit. 

The Annual meeting is Sunday, june 1, 2014 at 2:30-4:30 p.m. at the Ratner School. 

The next board meetings, which is attended by both new and old board members, will take place on 
june 9 at Greg Selker’s house.  All Kol HaLev members are welcome to attend.

Respectfully submitted,
Molly Berger
Secretary

 board reporT
molly berger, secreTary
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We send wishes for a refuah shleimah, a complete and speedy healing, to muriel Chasin, Jayne 
Jones, Jean miller, and Phyllis Maris.

Todah rabah, thank you, to martha Schubert, who was the Monthly Coordinator in May.

Due to scheduling conflicts, we had to cancel our Hands On Training Session for Monthly 
Coordinators. We have created documents which offer detailed guides for using the Lotsa Helping 
Hands website and managing the work of the Monthly Coordinator. We are available for private 
training sessions to anyone who is interested in learning more and exploring the opportunity to 
become more involved in the work of the Hesed Committee. If you are interested, please be in touch 
with Martha Schubert or Robin Holzman.
 
If you know of anyone who may need the support of our committee, please contact Rabbi Steve or 
Robin Holzman (robinholzman@gmail.com) and Martha Schubert (marthaschubert@mac.com), 

Hesed Co-chairs.

HEsEd

TThe june book group meeting will be Thursday, june 26th, at the home of Anita Cohn.  We will 
discuss Jews and Words by Amos Oz and Fania Oz-Salzberger. (248 pages, a Kindle version exists) 

A brief book description from Booklist: Oz and his daughter, a historian, combine 
their considerable talents to examine the role words and language have played in 
binding the jewish people to their heritage. Although neither is religious (nor, for 
that matter, a believer), both find rich meaning in the words of the Bible (as well 
as the commentaries that followed). They theorize that the reason judaism has 
survived is more about texts than faith, with “controversy built into them from 
the start.” exhibiting eye-popping feats of literary scholarship and stunning 
swoops into the minds of writers, readers, and rabbis, the authors clearly relish the 
richness of their topic. The familiar subjects are here (the role of humor in jewish 
writing), but the duo goes much further than expected. What about the important 
part questions have played in the writings, starting with Genesis? A wonderful 
chapter recounts the role of women writers and shows how the author of Song 
of Songs might have been female. The text grapples with what it means to be 
a jew, especially with God optional, and how judaism might never have survived 
without the decision of fathers and mothers to impress the importance (and sweetness) of learning on 
children early and often. This is a book to read, think about, and discuss because, as the ending notes, 
“every time we read a text, we author it in our own image.” --Ilene Cooper

The book for july will be Second Person Singular by Sayed Kashua.

All KHL members are welcome to attend. For more information about the group, look at our web 
page (http://www.kolhalev.net/book_group) and contact Kevin Weidenbaum (KJW@oberlin.net) to 
be added to the group’s email list. 

  hug hasefer: book dIscussIon group

mailto:robinholzman@gmail.com
mailto:marthaschubert%40mac.com?subject=
http://www.kolhalev.net/book_group 
mailto:KJW%40oberlin.net?subject=
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wHaT JEws BY CHoiCE waNT You To KNow

Last month's "Connections" focused on the substantial number of people within the jewish 
community who contribute greatly to jewish family and community life, but are not themselves 
jewish nor do they necessarily intend to convert to judaism. 

This month's column focuses on the experiences of jews by choice (jBCs, or 
converts). jCBs are relatively common today in communities across the jewish 
spectrum. Yet jBCs remain a bit of a curiosity to "jews by birth," who may not 
always share or understand the experiences of jCBs: their motivations, energy, 
earnestness, naïveté, commitment, passion for knowledge, and spirituality, among 
other things.

For this month's "Connections," I posed the following open-ended question to a 
number of Kol HaLev members who converted to judaism: What would you like 
to tell our community—anonymously—about your jewish journey? The quotes 
derive from members' responses to a very basic open-ended question:  (note: 
quotes in some cases were edited for clarity and content.Let us meld our respondents’ 
very distinct voices into one imaginary narrator, who might now say by way of introduction: 
"Welcome to our world. We would like to share with you some insight into our jewish journeys."

Why did we convert? For many reasons, really, not only for relationships and marriage but also out 
of philosophical and religious conviction, and even a sense of destiny.

•	"I felt a strong solidarity with the jewish people."

•	"I became jewish because it was ABOuT TIMe. I can't remember when I first was drawn to 
judaism, but my mother says it was when I was four years old, wandered into a service at a hotel 
and wouldn't leave. My first jewish service as an adult was Yom Kippur, and I felt right at home. 
When the Torah came out, I was very moved and hooked for the rest of my life."

•	"Being jewish is where my soul and mind are supposed to be."

•	"My non-jewish grandmother handed me bits of jewish culture she picked up in her youth and--for 
reasons unknown--maintained until her death. I grew up with matzah and matzah ball soup, bagels, 
gefilte fish, Rokeach candles and some Yiddish slang. For compelling and completely unrelated 
reasons I was always identified as 'the jewish kid' in school and elsewhere. I became comfortable 
with this identity in my teens and came to view it as emergent rather than adopted: a part of me to 
uncover, embrace and nurture. It took decades for me to take the leap from identity to destiny to 
community, but doing so was the most natural transition I could have imagined.

Three of us were influenced strongly by the study of existentialism years prior to our conversions, 
which itself could be a fascinating topic to explore in more depth! Among others, here are a few 
things that drew us to Judaism:

daVid CoNNconnections

continued on page 13

Marilyn Monroe's Jewishconversion certificate
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•	"I was drawn to judaism by its strong tradition of social 
justice and call to not oppress the stranger and to treat our 
neighbors as we would want to be treated ourselves. One 
of the things I love most about judaism is all the evidence 
I see that many jews do try to live their lives by those 
guidelines."

•	"I was drawn to judaism's healthy, positive, mostly non-shaming 
and non-guilt/sin-inspired approach to human sexuality. This was very different from the 
fear/sin/guilt based approach with which I grew up."

•	"I was very much interested in religion broadly and when Heschel's 'God in Search of Man' came 
out I was drawn instantly to his universal spiritual approach to judaism."

Conversion is a life decision of great importance, one we undertook very seriously. Here we reflect 
on our conversion experiences:

•	"One of the most helpful things when my partner was exploring the possibility of conversion 
was meeting with a JBC and finding out about her experiences. It normalized the whole 
process for my partner and for us. So if people are willing to share experiences I think that is 
a big service they can do the community."

•	"It was like taking out naturalization papers in the Jewish people and there were no 
questions of belief, which I remember relieved me of my apprehensions of perjury."

•	"I didn't want a shotgun conversion, I wanted to do it on my own time."

•	"Some of author Sharon Salzberg's writings are very relevant to my own experience as a JBC: 
'Each of us tells ourselves some kind of story about who we are and what our life is about.... 
How we interpret our own experiences gives rise to the narratives to which we dedicate our 
lives.  Some stories weave the fragments of our experience into a greater whole, in a way 
that reveals relationship and connection. Other stories lock us into the fragments, leaving us 
nowhere to turn.'"

•	"My conversion experience was all about opening doors--hundreds of doors--to history, 
Torah, music and song, literature, relationships, food, spirituality, G-d, language, humor. I had 
peeked in some of these doors before but never walked through. Now I was walking through 
all of them simultaneously. Every aspect of my life exploded in a thousand directions at once! 
It was then and remains now very exhilarating."

We have a wide range of comments on our lives as Jews:

•	"At the time, my response to the materials I studied as part of my conversion was, 'I find 
nothing here to which I have serious objection.' Now, many years later, I have discovered that 
there is A LOT falling under the appellation of 'Judaism' to which I have many objections! 

continued from page 12

continued on page 14
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However, I have also arrived at a place in my life where I acknowledge the importance of letting 
go of that which no longer serves me well--or never did."

•	"Over the years, I have observed that one of the most important components of a Jewish 
orientation is to show up, be present, participate: 'keep the 
appointment.'"

•	"I am an auditory learner, and the many repeated melodies of the 
chanted prayers serve to connect me with tradition. This is reinforced 
by repetition. Yet, it is also ever-new, due to the changing circumstances 
of my life."

•	"A huge advantage of Ritual is that it provides a foundation of 
'sameness' that can serve as a mirror / sounding board / lens through 
which to view the changes in life that often happen with far too great 
rapidity."

•	"I appreciate that Judaism is a true smorgasbord, providing an adaptable framework for the 
process of continually redirecting thoughts and actions as we attempt to live in balance and 
with purpose.  As Jews we take what we want from it, benefiting as we are able. Often this is 
influenced by the stage of life in which we find ourselves. Judaism is far from perfect, yet it has 
served as a helpful structure within which to allow my own faith to develop."

 
•	"People around me push me toward always learning more, more, more. It seems the Torah is 

bottomless, and within everyone's reach, not just the clergy."

•	"I feel very positive, and also that I still have a lot to learn, about my adopted history / language 
/ culture / religion as a JBC."

•	"Every time I walk into an unfamiliar Jewish community--anywhere--and get past the initial 
introductions, I find that I am with family. My first reaction is awe and amazement; my second 
is an outpouring of love."

•	"I am obsessed with Israel and look forward to visiting. I read Ha'aretz and Israeli newspapers 
more than American ones. Many of my favorite authors are Israelis. I particularly like A Tale 
of Love and Darkness, by Amos Oz; it is among my favorite works of literature and has had a 
profound effect on me."

•	"Visiting Israel for the first time was simply a homecoming for me."

•	"I am almost afraid to go to Israel, not because of the possibility of violence but because I fear 
that my first encounter will forever alter my outlook on life, causing me to question every 
aspect and unleashing an unpredictable torrent of life decisions."

We share a common bond as members of Kol HaLev and have many positive things to say about 

continued from page 13

continued on page 15
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our experiences as Jews by Choice within the Kol HaLev community.

•	"I am continually grateful for the strength that I am able to glean by my 
contact with members of the Kol HaLev community. Observing their 
successes, learning, and questioning has had a tremendous impact on my 
life."

•	"I have felt particularly welcome at Kol HaLev and at my previous shul on 
the East Coast."

•	"As a JBC, I am especially happy when I read stories from our tradition of other Jews by Choice 
(such as the biblical Ruth) or read parts of our prayerbook that affirm the full equality and 
'membership' of JBC as part of the Jewish People."

•	"Kol HaLev is an amazing community in which to grow in knowledge, appreciation 
and experience of Judaism, offering so many opportunities to 'plug in' in a supportive, 
nonjudgmental environment."

•	"Kol HaLev has created an opportunity for me to question the past in order to see what it can 
teach about the present. By giving myself permission to join with congregating acquaintances 
who do this regularly, I have been able to feel a personal historical connection to the Jewish 
People."

We also have had some negative experiences as Jews by Choice. The reality of Jewish life has 
not always met our pre-conversion expectations. Sometimes we have been painfully ostracized, 
denigrated, embarrassed or otherwise looked down upon and consequently felt the need to hide 
our status as JBCs in order to avoid this. We sometimes experience long-term "transition issues" 
concerning family and friends, holidays and the like.

•	"I converted to Judaism, yet found myself to be part of a non-observant Jewish family. I did not 
have the self-confidence to institute family rituals which were not part of my previous heritage, 
nor part of theirs."

•	"I assume this is anonymous? I walk in many circles in the Jewish community, and some of my 
contacts/collaborators might not understand."

•	"I have experienced some discrimination about my converted status, the biggest being 
rendered powerless as the chair of a synagogue committee (not at Kol HaLev) for that reason."

•	"It bothers me when I go into one of the local Jewish stores and still feel a bit awkward, like a 
poser when I purchase a challah, and I suspect they are thinking, 'Really--she's Jewish?'"

•	"I have always kept my status quiet, not wanting to call attention to myself. I can pass for a Jew 
pretty easily anyway."

continued from page 14

continued on page 16
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•	"I hate when someone invalidates my experience as a Jew with comments like, 'You didn't grow 
up Jewish, so you don't understand.' I want to respond, 'You have no idea how I grew up, what 
was and is inside me, nor what I have come to understand and when.'"

•	"I feel conflicted about whether I am allowed to express my opinions about the political 
situation in Israel/Palestine, since I am 'just' a JBC."

•	"Unfortunately I see evidence of a strong religious fundamentalist streak that has considerable 
political power in Israel. The fundamentalists have no place for people like me."

•	"I have been somewhat disappointed by Zionism in recent years and the increasing view of 
Jews as an ethnicity rather than the people of G-d in the forefront building a more perfect 
world."

•	"Although it largely feels natural, it took some time to get used to Jewish music."

•	"Non-Jewish holidays can be challenging, more for the connection to family than for religious 
reasons. My parents were quite welcoming for my decision, but at times there is a bit of 
antagonism with some siblings."

We would like to share a thought on the future of “Judaism by Choice”:

•	"I think with the new Pew study out, there is going to be much more acknowledgement of the 
important role that converts can play in the Jewish community and in Jewish continuity, overall. 
The Jewish community needs every one of us who profess our identity, participate actively in 
the community, support Israel and pass the tradition to our children, no matter our origins."

Finally, we would like to share a poem one of us wrote that seems a fitting conclusion to this 
article:

Convert
 

If you were to call me
an outsider, stranger,

thin-blooded, unworthy of your company –
I would fling back:

I have always been about
the ONE G-D.

 
Where else could I possibly be,

Than in the company of prophets,
standing with you

at the foot of the thunderous mountain?

continued from page 15
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news

May was an extremely busy month for GCC. The primary focus of GCC activity was organizing for 
the May 29 assembly at Olivet Institutional Baptist Church entitled “united Power Builds a Greater 
Cleveland.” At the time of this writing, the assembly is on track to be another successful outpouring of 
support for action to improve the community. The focus of the assembly is twofold:

•	 Putting an end to or sharply reducing the practice of overcharging by the County prosecutor’s 
office. At a Strategy Team meeting early in May attended by a number of KHL members, we 
heard about the serious problem of charging defendants with felonies for seemingly minor 
offenses. The focus of our “ask” for the assembly is to ask the County Prosecutor, Tim McGinty, 
to pledge that minor drug offenses will not be charged as felonies. McGinty has been invited to 
attend the assembly and he has accepted.

•	 Gaining support from local law enforcement officials to form a task force aimed at reducing 
gun violence in Cuyahoga County, building support for the adoption of safer gun technology, 
and working with one of the largest gun dealers in the area to prevent the unlawful sale and 
distribution of handguns.

On the eve of this assembly, it appears that KHL will be sending one of the largest contingents we have 
ever had attend a GCC assembly. A report on the assembly will appear in next month’s newsletter.

In building for the May 29 assembly, the GCC KHL Core Team organized a House Meeting in the Ratner 
Library on May 17 after Sabbath services. About 18 KHL members attended. The program featured a talk 
by member Donna Weinberger about her recent trip to europe as part of GCC’s gun control efforts. Donna 
was part of a group organized by GCC’s parent organization, the Industrial Areas Foundation (IAF). The 
delegation included members of community organizations around the country. One stop on the trip was a 
major gun show in Germany at which they spoke with representatives of various gun manufacturers for 
the purpose of advocating for safe gun technology. They actually received a warm welcome from some of 
the exhibitors at the show. Donna’s story about her trip was fascinating and held those in attendance at the 
May 17 meeting spellbound.

May was also a very busy time for the GCC education Team. Four members of KHL – Sue Pelleg, 
lynn liebling, nancy Dudwick, and Mimi Plevin-Foust  – attended a major GCC action on May 
15 at the Marion Sterling School in Cleveland. They were part of a group of 200 people who met that 
day with Cleveland Schools CeO eric Gordon. GCC members have been working closely with Parent 
groups in some of the schools and then consulting with Gordon to make improvements. The action on 
May 15 demonstrated to Gordon the ability of GCC to mobilize parents and other concerned citizens for 
immediate change and improvements in the schools. Gordon was asked for certain specific improvements 
in two particular schools and he agreed to them. For example, he agreed to extend the school day at one 
school so that there would be more special project time.

On another GCC front, the Health Team is engaged in an in depth study of mental health needs in the 
County for the purposes of designing a future GCC action. Our own Sue Pelleg is one of the leaders of 
this initiative. In May, several of the team members, including Sue, visited the Cuyahoga County juvenile 

continued on page 18
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Mental Health Court and spoke with one of the judges. The team is hoping to arrange a meeting soon 
with County leaders for health and human services. They have planned a team meeting for june 10 
aimed at digesting all they have learned and designing an action plan for change.

To learn more about GCC or to find out how to get involved, contact any of Kol HaLev’s core team 
members: Allen Binstock, Donna Weinberger, Dick Weinberger, Karly Whitaker, Peggy Kittila, Lynn 
Liebling, Mimi Plevin-Foust, Rabbi Steve, and Sue Pelleg.

Board of Trustees Election
2014-2015

Slate of Officers and Board Members

NEw OFFiCERS aNd BOaRd MEMBERs
President – Halle Barnett for first year of two-year term
First Vice President – Karly Whitaker for first year of two-year term
Secretary – Karal Stern for first year of two-year term
Treasurer – Bruce and Catherine Fallick for first year of two-year term
Values Team Leader Learning – Leah Kamionkowski and Glenda Kupersmith-Kopstein 

for first year of two-year term
Values Team Leader Fiscal – Margaret Cohen for first year of first two-year term
Values Team Leader Participatory – Miriam Geronimus for first year of two-year term
Values Team Leader Spiritual – Bill Scher-Marcus for second year of second two-year 

term
Values Team Leader involved – Karly Whittaker for first year of second two-year term
Values Team Leader welcoming – Lila Hanft for second year of two-year term, 

replacing Jean Miller
Member at Large – Kareen Caputo for first year of two-year term
Member at Large – Molly Berger for second year of two-year term, replacing Julio 

Pelsmajer
Member at Large – Liz Meachum for first year of two-year term
Member at Large – Barry Epstein for first year of two-year term

CONTiNuiNg BOaRd MEMBERS
Member at Large – Kirby Date for second year of two-year term

Ex OFFiCiO BOaRd MEMBERS
immediate Past President – Barbara Truitt
Founding Rabbi – Rabbi Jeffrey Schein
Rabbi  – Rabbi Steve Segar
Educational Director – Robyn Novick 

continued from page 17
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7:00 pm7:00 pm7:00 pm7:00 pm    
A.  A.  A.  A.  Rabbi Michael Hecht, B’nai Jeshurun Congregation, Redeeming Shattered Lives Redeeming Shattered Lives Redeeming Shattered Lives Redeeming Shattered Lives --------    Defeating     Defeating     Defeating     Defeating         
                    Disastrous Fate:  A Study of the Book of RuthDisastrous Fate:  A Study of the Book of RuthDisastrous Fate:  A Study of the Book of RuthDisastrous Fate:  A Study of the Book of Ruth    
B.  B.  B.  B.  Dr. Lifsa Schachter, The Ten Commandments: Not What You Learned in Sunday SchoolThe Ten Commandments: Not What You Learned in Sunday SchoolThe Ten Commandments: Not What You Learned in Sunday SchoolThe Ten Commandments: Not What You Learned in Sunday School 
C.  C.  C.  C.  Susan Wyner, United Synagogue of Conservative Judaism, What If? Interesting Twists in our What If? Interesting Twists in our What If? Interesting Twists in our What If? Interesting Twists in our     
                        Learning of TorahLearning of TorahLearning of TorahLearning of Torah    
D.  D.  D.  D.  Ken Bravo, Jewish Genealogy Society of Cleveland, The Nuts & Bolts of Jewish GenealogyThe Nuts & Bolts of Jewish GenealogyThe Nuts & Bolts of Jewish GenealogyThe Nuts & Bolts of Jewish Genealogy    
E.  E.  E.  E.  Gertrude Mann, writer and educator, Telling Our Stories Telling Our Stories Telling Our Stories Telling Our Stories ----    Growing Up Jewish: Reflect, Write Growing Up Jewish: Reflect, Write Growing Up Jewish: Reflect, Write Growing Up Jewish: Reflect, Write     
                        and Shareand Shareand Shareand Share (limited to 15 participants)  

    

8:00 pm 8:00 pm 8:00 pm 8:00 pm Lite Bites, Appetizers & Mincha Afternoon Service 
8:30 pm 8:30 pm 8:30 pm 8:30 pm   
A.   A.   A.   A.   Rabbi Stephen Weiss, B’nai Jeshurun Congregation, The Kabbalah of Love: Jewish Mysticism as The Kabbalah of Love: Jewish Mysticism as The Kabbalah of Love: Jewish Mysticism as The Kabbalah of Love: Jewish Mysticism as     
                        a Path to Healing Relationships and Personal Growtha Path to Healing Relationships and Personal Growtha Path to Healing Relationships and Personal Growtha Path to Healing Relationships and Personal Growth 
B.   B.   B.   B.   Kyla Schneider, A Rabbinic Fantasy:  An Exploration of a Talmudic NarrativeA Rabbinic Fantasy:  An Exploration of a Talmudic NarrativeA Rabbinic Fantasy:  An Exploration of a Talmudic NarrativeA Rabbinic Fantasy:  An Exploration of a Talmudic Narrative    
C.   C.   C.   C.   Rabbi Steve Segar, Kol HaLev, And You Shall Be My People:  The Evolution of Chosenness in And You Shall Be My People:  The Evolution of Chosenness in And You Shall Be My People:  The Evolution of Chosenness in And You Shall Be My People:  The Evolution of Chosenness in     
                        Jewish ThoughtJewish ThoughtJewish ThoughtJewish Thought    
D.  D.  D.  D.  Rabbi Stephen Grundfast, Beth El Congregation, Exorcisms, Incantations and The Evil Eye:       Exorcisms, Incantations and The Evil Eye:       Exorcisms, Incantations and The Evil Eye:       Exorcisms, Incantations and The Evil Eye:           
                        A Look at Jewish SuperstitionA Look at Jewish SuperstitionA Look at Jewish SuperstitionA Look at Jewish Superstition 
E.   E.   E.   E.   Prof. Cynthia Chapman, Oberlin College, Moms Rule:  Maternal Alliances in the BibleMoms Rule:  Maternal Alliances in the BibleMoms Rule:  Maternal Alliances in the BibleMoms Rule:  Maternal Alliances in the Bible 
F.F.F.F.   AFU/WOFI Teens & Amnon Ophir, JECC, They Israeli Cool: An Exploration of Israeli Teens They Israeli Cool: An Exploration of Israeli Teens They Israeli Cool: An Exploration of Israeli Teens They Israeli Cool: An Exploration of Israeli Teens     
                        Through Photography and WordsThrough Photography and WordsThrough Photography and WordsThrough Photography and Words    
 

        9:30 pm9:30 pm9:30 pm9:30 pm Ma’ariv, Shavuot Evening Prayer Services 
10:00 pm10:00 pm10:00 pm10:00 pm Ice Cream Dessert Bar & Oneg 

10:15 pm10:15 pm10:15 pm10:15 pm    
A.A.A.A.   Cantor Aaron Shifman, B’nai Jeshurun Congregation, Making Promises:  Circumcision, Bris and Making Promises:  Circumcision, Bris and Making Promises:  Circumcision, Bris and Making Promises:  Circumcision, Bris and     
                        CovenantCovenantCovenantCovenant 
B.   B.   B.   B.   Rabbi David Kosak, Congregation Shaarey Tikvah, The Poetry of RevelationThe Poetry of RevelationThe Poetry of RevelationThe Poetry of Revelation 
C.   C.   C.   C.   Doron Kalir, Prof. of Law, CSU, Shavu'ot Then & Now:  Lessons for Contemporary JudaismShavu'ot Then & Now:  Lessons for Contemporary JudaismShavu'ot Then & Now:  Lessons for Contemporary JudaismShavu'ot Then & Now:  Lessons for Contemporary Judaism 
D.D.D.D.   Todd Rosenberg, What Jews Need to Know about ChristianityWhat Jews Need to Know about ChristianityWhat Jews Need to Know about ChristianityWhat Jews Need to Know about Christianity    
E.E.E.E.            Kevin Adelstein, Publisher/CEO and Bob Jacob, Managing Editor, Cleveland Jewish News,  
                        History in Your Hands!History in Your Hands!History in Your Hands!History in Your Hands! 
F.   F.   F.   F.   HaMakom sponsored Nature HikeNature HikeNature HikeNature Hike     
 

11: 15 pm11: 15 pm11: 15 pm11: 15 pm    
A.   A.   A.   A.   Rabbi Hal Rudin-Luria, B’nai Jeshurun Congregation, Happiness:  The True Goal of JudaismHappiness:  The True Goal of JudaismHappiness:  The True Goal of JudaismHappiness:  The True Goal of Judaism 
B.   B.   B.   B.   Rabbi Enid Lader, Beth Israel - The West Temple, The Covenant at Sinai:  Standing with The Covenant at Sinai:  Standing with The Covenant at Sinai:  Standing with The Covenant at Sinai:  Standing with     
                            Eugene Borowitz and Judith PlaskowEugene Borowitz and Judith PlaskowEugene Borowitz and Judith PlaskowEugene Borowitz and Judith Plaskow    
C. C. C. C.    Dr. Ari Yares, Gross Schechter Day School, E.T. Phone Home: Judaism & Extraterrestrial Life?E.T. Phone Home: Judaism & Extraterrestrial Life?E.T. Phone Home: Judaism & Extraterrestrial Life?E.T. Phone Home: Judaism & Extraterrestrial Life? 
D.   D.   D.   D.   Clil Gross, Community Israeli Shaliach, Israel Today in Current Pop MusicIsrael Today in Current Pop MusicIsrael Today in Current Pop MusicIsrael Today in Current Pop Music    
E.   E.   E.   E.   Toby Rosenberg, Torah YogaTorah YogaTorah YogaTorah Yoga (bring yoga clothes, mats provided) 
 

Early Morning Breakfast Bar OpensEarly Morning Breakfast Bar OpensEarly Morning Breakfast Bar OpensEarly Morning Breakfast Bar Opens    
12 midnight12 midnight12 midnight12 midnight    
A.   A.   A.   A.   Rabbi Josh Foster, B’nai Jeshurun Congregation, Superman vs. the Nazis:  A Modern Text Study Superman vs. the Nazis:  A Modern Text Study Superman vs. the Nazis:  A Modern Text Study Superman vs. the Nazis:  A Modern Text Study     
                        on the Superman Comics during WWII and a Response from Goebbels of the SSon the Superman Comics during WWII and a Response from Goebbels of the SSon the Superman Comics during WWII and a Response from Goebbels of the SSon the Superman Comics during WWII and a Response from Goebbels of the SS    
B.   B.   B.   B.   Dr. Jerry Isaak-Shapiro, The Agnon School, Does That Mean They Were Also at Sinai?  Why Does That Mean They Were Also at Sinai?  Why Does That Mean They Were Also at Sinai?  Why Does That Mean They Were Also at Sinai?  Why     
                            and How People Convert to Judaism and How People Convert to Judaism and How People Convert to Judaism and How People Convert to Judaism ----    What’s Difficult, Great & WeirdWhat’s Difficult, Great & WeirdWhat’s Difficult, Great & WeirdWhat’s Difficult, Great & Weird    
 

1:00 am1:00 am1:00 am1:00 am Dr. Edward Horowitz, CSU, What Does Revelation 2,000 Years Ago Have to Do with What Does Revelation 2,000 Years Ago Have to Do with What Does Revelation 2,000 Years Ago Have to Do with What Does Revelation 2,000 Years Ago Have to Do with     
                        This American Life? What Ira Glass Taught Me about the Ten CommandmentsThis American Life? What Ira Glass Taught Me about the Ten CommandmentsThis American Life? What Ira Glass Taught Me about the Ten CommandmentsThis American Life? What Ira Glass Taught Me about the Ten Commandments 
 

2:00 am2:00 am2:00 am2:00 am Rabbi Alan Lettofsky, Reading Ruth through the Rabbis’ EyesReading Ruth through the Rabbis’ EyesReading Ruth through the Rabbis’ EyesReading Ruth through the Rabbis’ Eyes 
 

3:00 am3:00 am3:00 am3:00 am Rabbi Hal Rudin-Luria, The Heart of PrayerThe Heart of PrayerThe Heart of PrayerThe Heart of Prayer 
 

4:00 am4:00 am4:00 am4:00 am Kabbalistic Mystical Wedding Service & Festival Sunrise Shacharit Morning Service 
 

Teen Tikkun:  Teen Tikkun:  Teen Tikkun:  Teen Tikkun:     
7:00 pm Dinner and Installation of New Board    
8:00 pm Naomi Shapiro  ~  8:30 pm Monica Sass  ~  10:15 pm Evan Shaw 

Tikkun Leil Shavuot 5774 

Tuesday, June 3, 2014 

  

and CYP Minyan, and CYP Minyan, and CYP Minyan, and CYP Minyan,     
Mandel JCC and Mandel JCC and Mandel JCC and Mandel JCC and     
Moishe House Moishe House Moishe House Moishe House     

This program is FREE FREE FREE FREE 
and will be held at B’nai 
Jeshurun Congregation, 
27501 Fairmount Blvd. 

Pepper Pike.   
Tel:  216-831-6555 

info@bnaijeshurun.org 
    

No reservations No reservations No reservations No reservations 
required.required.required.required.    

 

It is supported It is supported It is supported It is supported     
in part by the in part by the in part by the in part by the     

Estelle RosenbergEstelle RosenbergEstelle RosenbergEstelle Rosenbergkz    
Tikkun Leil Shavuot Tikkun Leil Shavuot Tikkun Leil Shavuot Tikkun Leil Shavuot     
Study Session Fund Study Session Fund Study Session Fund Study Session Fund     
and the following: and the following: and the following: and the following:     

   TheAgnonSchool 
Private education. Jewish values. 

Beth Israel -  
The West Temple 

Beth El Akron 
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 CaLENdaR
Sun., June 1 2:30-4:30 p.m. Annual Meeting in the Ratner Chapel. We will gather for light 

refreshments at 2:30 p.m. at the Ratner School. The annual meeting will 
start at 3:00 p.m. and finish at 4:30 p.m. 

Tues., June 3 7:00 p.m. Tikkun Leil Shavuot Community Celebration at B'nai Jeshurun 
Congregation. Free and open to the community. For more information, see 
page 19

Wed., June 4 10:30-12:30 p.m. Yizkor and Shavuot Morning Service at the Ratner Chapel. Led by Rabbi 
Steve. See page 8 for more information

Sat., June 7 10:30-12:30 p.m. Shabbat Service, in the Ratner Chapel, preceded by Torah discussion at 
9:30 a.m. Behaalotecha;  discussion leader: Miriam Geronimus; service 
leaders: Fred Chenin and Rabbi Steve. Kiddush sponsors: Greg and Lois 
Selker, and Lila Hanft and Dave Roberts

Sun., June 8 7:30-9:00 p.m. Talmud Mini-Course at the home of Arthur Lieberman. For the second-
offering in our post-Torah texts mini-course series, we will be looking at the 
oft quoted, but not very well understood, wellspring of Jewish law and 
folklore called the Talmud. We will spend some time on clarifying the 
historical processes that led to its emergence as the touchstone of Jewish 
life in the ancient, medieval and early modern world, and we will actually 
try our hand at deciphering a small piece of Talmudic text as well. Please 
join us for what will be both a fun and informative couple of sessions

Mon., June 9 7:30-9:30 p.m. Board Meeting at the home of Greg Selker. Check the weekly update for 
the agenda. All Kol HaLev members welcome

Tues., June 10 6:45-8:15 p.m. Community Meeting at the Shaker Heights Library, Meeting Room E. One 
of two community meetings to involve the Kol HaLev community in a 
discussion of our finances, and recommendations that the finance 
committee has made to the board to address our financial sustainability; 
these include the possibility of a shift in dues as well as several potentially 
creative ways to address a budget deficit. The board relies on community 
input for decision-making; your participation and input is important. Please 
make the effort to attend one of the meetings. For more info, see page 1

Wed., June 11 7:00-8:30 p.m. Finding the Divine in the Face of the Other: Jewish and Jungian 
Approaches to Love, Spirituality and Relationship. Part 2 of 4. Hamakom 
program at the JCC, co-sponsored by Kol HaLev. This class will explore the 
deep human patterns of love and how they help us find both union and 
separation from the ones we love the most. Facilitated by Kol HaLev 
members Adina Davidson, Ph.D., and Mark Davidson. Kol HaLev members 
receive a reduced rate for the class

Sat., June 14 10:30-12:30 p.m. Member-led Shabbat Service, in the Ratner Chapel. Parsha: Shelach Lecha ; 
Service and discussion leader: Larry Solomon; Kiddush sponsor: Allen 
Binstock
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The newsletter calendar is accurate to the best of our knowledge at the time of publication. For the most 
current information, check Kol HaLev’s website calendar and the Thursday Weekly Update email. 

Sat., June 14 3:30-5:00 p.m. Torah Study at the home of Selma and Ralph Gwatkin. Discussion lead by 
Sam Kelman. We shall continue our study of Pirke Avot from Ch 1:13. We 
look forward to your participation in this ever young book from the 
Mishnah

Mon., June 16
8:30-9:30 a.m. Schmooze with the Rabbi at the Stone Oven on Lee Rd.

Wed., June 18 7:30-9:00 p.m. GCC Core Team Meeting. For more info contact Allen Binstock
Thurs., June 19 7:30-9:00 p.m. Community Meeting at the home of Heidi Gorovitz Robertson and Pete 

Robertson. See calendar description for June 10, or consult the article on 
page 1

Sat., June 21 10:30-12:30 p.m. Shabbat Service, in the Ratner Chapel, preceded by Torah discussion at 
9:30 a.m. Parsha: Birkat Hachodesh ; Service and discussion leader: Rabbi 
Steve

Sun., June 22 10:00-12:00 p.m. Women's Brunch at the home of Leah Kamionkowski. Mimi Plevin-Foust 
will speak. RSVP to Leah at leah@bepure.com or 216-464-2940

7:30-9:00 p.m. Talmud Mini-Course, location TBA. See description for Sunday, June 8

Wed., June 25 7:00-8:30 Mindful Jewish Practice, at the office of Nancy Rubel. We will use a format 
designed in response to our survey results. As usual, we will begin at 7pm 
with a 10 min. sit, then a member of the group will offer a brief Kavannah 
(intention) before a longer 30-40 min sit.  Those who wish may then remain 
for an optional check-in and schmooze until 8:30pm, while those who 
prefer not to are welcome to leave at 8pm. RSVP to Karly Whitaker for 
more information

Thurs., June 26 7:30-9:00 p.m. Book Club Meeting at the home of Anita Cohn. Discussing Jews and Words 
by Amos Oz and Fania Oz-Salzberger. More information on page 9

Fri., June 27 6:00-8:30 p.m. Kabbalat Shabbat and Potluck at Ratner. The dishes should be 
vegetarian/dairy or parve and SHOULD NOT CONTAIN NUTS. Please bring 
enough for 8 - 10. In keeping with our goal of becoming a more sustainable 
community, we encourage members to bring their own reusable plates, 
cups, utensiles, and napkins to our potluck. Kiddush sponsors: Aurelia and 
Julio Pelsmajer and Amy Herzenstein
A-H - Appetizer or Salad; I-P - Dessert or Drink; Q-Z - Main Dish

Sat., June 28 9:45-12:30 a.m. Bar Mitzvah of Roman Caputo/Shabbat Services in the Ratner Chapel. 
Parsha: Chukat. Service leaders: Roman and Rabbi Steve. Kiddush hosted 
by Mike and Kareen Caputo in honor of Roman becoming a Bar Mitzvah. 
RSVP to the Caputos at kareencaputo12@gmail.com by June 15

Deadline for the June issue of Kol HaLev Happenings

http://kolhalev.net/membership_list
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